
Dear 'sill, 	 0/29/98 

Thin has beef, my week of greatest ge weariness, more feebleness and my 

doctors find no cause for it. A fried drove us to iropkine for my regulrr 

cardilogist checkup and he was pleaeo/Chest virtually entirely dear/ of fluid. 

He listened and he had an --ray ;ade. De also put me on a 24-hours Holit'er 

monitor that gave ee some problems when 1  mailed it back Wednesday, Priority, e/e,  

Ot if it showed anything I should IwNe hoard from him. The technician put in on 

my belt with sc short a cable I/ could not safely take my pants down! When the 

24 hours were over andfsI took it off and tried to package it, I could not get 
• 

the cal* off and with out that it would not fit into the box. I went in all the ee,  
heat to mtpocal cardiologift's office and the first three of the women who deal 

with those things regularly, 1  presume nurses, could not, either. Then a fourth 

came in and by takinghe gadget largO apart she got it done. Then out in the 

heat again and to the post office, which went heat two more time, and than 

took Lil to Nana's, which 1  knew she wanted. Heat twice more, aenger because thf 

the time in getting iil up that incline and back down. Inve been in raryine 

degrees of wearines ever oince.More after my slight morning walking/tow. Took 

naps after returning yesterday and today. 

But withal I got the corrections made in Clay's fine tetyping a# WHORING 

WITH HUSTORY: Dal THL GERALD POAERS PROTECT LW KING ASSASSINS and got it in 

the mail back to him. 

The AaaB, which is about to come to its end, is doing a few things to make 

itself look good. I've forgotten the details on the bullet you mentLon 4t it had 

some kind of internal crisis on the autopsy. In estuary or Vebruary the then 

ex. director told me they'd issue their report on the autopsy in Nardh and that 

they'd send ne a copy. They issued no report but they did make the deposition 

trantecripts available at 100 a page. I got Humes and Boswell, and have not had 

time to even lock at them. 1lc.4night is going to have comes made for himself. 

The transripts I did not get include Back's. They had Humes on perjury}from what 

the Post reporter4'Cld me and did not r:port. Their deposition his -Fumes daring that 

what he bummed wan both his notes and the first holograph. But as I set forth 

in Post Mortcm,months after the burning qines testified that he had his notes 

in his hand. Years later he testified to the house assassins that it was his notes 
r 

he burned, over tharishmash of lies having to do with bbood on the papers. He 

testified to the WO that he'd burned his holograpb. Noe saying,; he briled both, 

not either ono, is false and it is material. 

The AReD was following up on Post Mortem. It asked me for my working papers 

for. saying that most of the facts stated in the autiopsy have no known source in 
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any disclosed records and my saying that contrary to the testimony, those notes 

were not in the file copy of CD J71 or Exhibit 367. I invited the Ah.th to come 

u p and retrieve them from the basement to which it has not been Mile for me to 

for some ye re and I gate them Roffman's addresses so they could ask bin if 

he kept a copy. tle did the work for me. I've heard nothing since then other than 

I say aboua. I have no knowledge but believe the dopes who are the board members 

refused to agree to disclose what the staff said in the report. 

Oliver Stone hates me but he could do himself and the country much good at 
A 

this juncture and while Boring with History is a record for history and includes 

much not necessary mg n a book he can, if he can forget all the crap he makes 

up and takes from others who make it up, blow the whole king case apart. IUve that 

documented and ih hand. lie  can also use the stuff and that 1  have in Bost Nortem 

49 recover what reputation he lost in his JFK movie. The fact is in essense what 

''tone wants it to be and he did not perceive that on his own or get it from all 

those 	laid court to him for the resultant publicity. But if i knew how to 

get in touch with him I doubt he'd pay any attention. And he will do a powerful 

fiction on the rang aseassilation when he could be more powerful with the truth 

in which he uses documents.Official documents. I'm also too weary at the moment 

to try to find out how to reach 

The Ray guilty please was an agreement rached betecn Foreman and the DJ. 

Almost Foreman's first act was to start negotiating it. Thdro was no such document 

as you sent. it was written out and rad by the judge after Ray signed it. 

jack to y!ork,best to you all, 


